Bienvenue !

Welcome to *Tous Ensemble ! 2*. This book will help you to learn French by practising the five key language skills – listening, reading, writing, speaking, and having conversations with others. You will also learn lots more interesting facts about France and French-speaking countries.

Les unités – The chapters

*Tous Ensemble ! 2* has ten unités, or chapters, covering topics such as travel and holidays, food shopping, and staying healthy. The final chapter (Unité 10) will focus on preparation for your assessments.

Support for the exam

*Examen* tips and exam-style questions help to familiarise you with the exam. The dedicated Assessment chapter contains a walkthrough of each of the different sections and question types on the exam paper.

Support for the Assessment Task

*Tous Ensemble ! 2* will also help you to get comfortable with reflective language. *Réaléchis* prompts help you to think about your language learning. Each chapter concludes with a self-assessment page in the Textbook and a reflection activity in the Portfolio. You will be guided to set goals for your language learning and to reflect on which activities work best for you, and how to improve your French.

Support for the CBAs

In *Tous Ensemble ! 1*, you focused on Oral Communication (CBA 1). In *Tous Ensemble ! 2*, we will look at preparing your CBA 2 pieces, including how you can redraft them to make sure they show your best work. There is a video to help guide you through this process and a worked example in the Assessment Chapter (Unité 10).

Regarde ! Take a look inside

Every chapter has these pages:

- Shows Learning Outcomes, Vocabulary, Grammar, and Culture in French-speaking countries, as well as key tasks.
- Portfolio activities help you practise what you have learned. You will be able to keep a digital portfolio too. The Portfolio also contains scaffolded support to get you comfortable using reflective language.
- Sentence builders on the ARM (*Apprends – Révise – Mémorise*) pages help you learn, revise and memorise vocabulary – just look out for the knight!
- The APP exercises (*Apprendre – Progresser – Perfectionner*) are a great way to revise what you learned in a chapter. Start with Level 1 (*Niveau 1*) and work your way up to Level 3 (*Niveau 3*)!
- The *J’écoute bien* page towards the end of each chapter offers extra listening practice and questions that often mirror the exam.
These symbols and features in *Tous Ensemble!* will help you to learn and practise your skills.

In this book, you will see a range of symbols and features that will help you find your way around.

- **Spoken production (speaking yourself)**
- **Spoken interaction (having conversations with others)**
- **Tips for your French pronunciation**
- **Written exercise**
- **Reading comprehension**
- **Listening exercise**
- **Vocabulary**
- **Grammar**
- **Culture in France**
- **Culture in French-speaking countries**
- **Homework exercises**
- **Pair work**
- **Group work**
- **Real-world text from French-speaking countries**
- **Key tasks that combine a number of different things you’ve learned in the chapter and in previous chapters**
- **Link to an activity in the Portfolio**
- **Added challenge activities**
- **Learning tip**
- **Exam tip or exam-style question**
- **Reflection activity**
- **Internet research and ePortfolio work**
- **Listening comprehension section**
Student Portfolio Book

The Student Portfolio Book accompanies the Textbook. It includes a variety of activities to help you practise your written and spoken French. Each Portfolio activity builds your knowledge of the French language, and helps you prepare for your Classroom-Based Assessments (CBAs). Individual work, pair work and group work make these activities fun, varied and engaging. Dedicated activities guide you to use reflective language to think, talk and write about your learning journey, in preparation for the Assessment Task.

Teacher’s Guide

Teachers have access to the Teacher’s Guide, which includes schemes of work, the audio script, solutions to exercises in the Textbook, and other resources to assist their teaching.

Online Resources

Teachers have access to a range of online resources on FolensHIVE, including:

- Editable schemes of work
- Editable end-of-unit tests
- Editable grammar PowerPoints
- A video to help students redraft their portfolio work
- A video to help students with the Assessment Task.